YES4Humanity
Millions of humans on earth are ready to fight for our future.
We have no more time. In 12 years scientists are predicting climate
catastrophe. Effects have already been felt worldwide. It’s not just climate:
poverty, scarcity, mass migration... With hard times fuelling more hatred.
It’s all connected – and getting worse. Unless we unite like never before.
Let’s use these 12 years to save humanity, 1000 steps at a time.
Let’s unite those who are already active. Those who don’t know how to get
involved. Those who never made their voices heard – until now.
It’s time to put differences aside – or better, use them for our advantage.
We all share a simple, positive message… YES!
YES for action. YES for inclusion. YES for our future.
YES for humanity!
Yes4Humanity is a movement led by young people, mobilising ALL people.
Started at the Global Perspectives event of the International Civil Society
Centre, this new movement unites NGOs like Greenpeace, Amnesty Int.,
Plan Int., SOS Kinderdorf Int. and more, in this way for the first time.
They know there’s no more time to wait.
Yes4Humanity is a platform for mass mobilisation, built on a network of
local youth leaders. Thinking globally, working locally for unstoppable action.
All participants will be able to engage with causes important to them,
sharing personal, powerful, positive stories with the global #NOWGeneration.
Data will be used to track real-time successes – to keep us all hoping.
Young, old, rich, poor, sick, healthy, disabled, non-disabled. All cultures,
genders, denominations. We have a POWER our opponents do not.
They only say NO.

But we say YES!

NOW@YES4Humanity.org

YES – and how?
“There is power in aligning what we say we value
and what we show we value.”
We demonstrate our humanity engaging with citizens at all levels, strengthening
civic spaces, reporting on positive initiatives, listening to unheard voices and
supporting local and global movements.
So many ideas exist to build on, we just need a widespread push for true
representation – and a worldwide wakeup call.
For example, the Drawdown Initiative’s 100-solution plan to solve climate
problems shows intersectionality is key, and everything is connected: from
allowing women to become smallholders, to investing in biochar and biomass.
There’s no magic bullet for climate change – we need mass mobilisation.
Our Steps Towards Change
We have 12 years to save humanity – 1000 steps at a time.
So we act locally and think globally with YOU.
We create a huge coalition of young leaders representing society, iNGOS
and existing global movements working towards saving humanity
We dialogue positively with citizens and young people via horizontal
communications, door-to-door, and powerful conversations
We rally mayors and influencers in signing a pledge to save humanity
We tell positive stories and monitor changes worldwide
We make a massive noise on social media and in the press
We march all over the world, from villages to big cities, for
“The marches of the century”
We reclaim democracy by voting, petitioning, legal action,
and social-media mobilisation
We connect citizens on a platform allowing participation – working across three
levels of engagement so everybody can give the best of themselves
We facilitate cross-fertilization across the iNGO sectors

Get in touch to find out more!

NOW@YES4Humanity.org

